ALLOY HARDFACING
Evolving to meet YOUR Needs….

Efficient, Effective Separation of Fats and Solids

Reduce Labor
Reduce Press Load
Reduce Meal Fat Level
Improve Environment

The labor saving Perc Pan
is an integral part of the
Automated Batch Rendering
System, engineered to
require minimum operator
involvement.
Labor savings are the result

of features such as the four
screw "live bottom" design,
which dramatically reduces
bridging and the nuisance of
operators poking or
shoveling materials.

Optional Perc Pan covers

isolate the hot fat and
protein from the work
environment reducing heat,
odor, and potential
operator safety concerns.

The Alloy Perc Pan has

demonstrated its "pre-press"
effect time and time again.
One Kansas customer told
Alloy the installation of the
Alloy Perc Pan eliminated
the need to purchase an
additional screw press,
cutting their capital
investment by more than
fifty percent.

Design features set the Alloy
Perc Pan apart from others
including the following:
LIVE BOTTOM DESIGN:
The Alloy Perc Pan uses a four
screw live bottom design,
virtually eliminating the
possibility of product bridging.
DUAL DRIVES:
The Alloy Perc Pan uses two
independent drives, each
driving one pair or augers. This
approach means your process is
never completely down, while
providing maximum process
flexibility. Should one drive or
one pair of augers fail, you can
still empty the pan. In addition,
this dual drive design permits
"blending" in the pan should one
load come off at an incorrect
end point.
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVES:
The Alloy Perc Pan features
variable speed drives for
process tuning. Mechanical
Variable Speed is standard with
options for A.C. Variable
Frequency or D.C. Variable Motor
arrangements.

LOW HORSEPOWER:

Utilizing slow RPM, the Alloy

Perc Pan provides high torque
from low horsepower. The Alloy
Pan uses four horsepower to
drive the augers on Pans up to
thirty feet in length and six
horsepower for Pans up to forty
five feet long. In addition the
pan has one horsepower motor
and drive for the fines screw.
LARGE DRAINAGE AREA:

The perforated metal utilized in
the design of the Alloy Pan, has
the highest ratio of drainage
area to volume of any device of
its type, helping to assure your
crax will be a dry as possible
when the reach the press.
MINIMAL SERVICE:

The Alloy Perc Pan uses minimal

wear parts, each with long wear
characteristics. As a result the
Pan can be operated for years
with minimal attention and cost.
STANDARD COMPONENTS:

The Alloy Perc Pan uses readily

available drive and bearing
components for local
availability. The specialized
augers and perforated metal are
stocked at Alloy.
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Perc Pan Features
 Reduce Labor

 Improve Environment

 Reduce Press Load

“Live bottom” design reduces
bridging, avoiding the need for
frequent operator inspection,
poking and shoveling of product.
The result is a more efficient,
cleaner and safer work environment
that is easier to staff.

Optional Covers enclose and
confine hot vapors and odors
within the pan. Negative
pressure vent stacks can then
remove vapors and odorous fumes
from the pan directly into your
odor pollution control system
improving the work atmosphere.

Perforated Metal troughs in
addition to perforated metal half
way up side walls provides
maximum drainage.
In addition, use of perforated
metal assures hole diameters
remain constant, even when
materials thickness changes.

The Cover shown above is a sliding
style. Alloy also offers hinged “flip
up” style covers to meet your
layout needs.

The perforated metal used in the
Alloy Pan features 1/8” diameter
holes located on a staggered pattern,
resulting in a maximum percentage of
opening for this material thickness.

Four 9” alternate right and
left hand, heavy duty screws
are continuously welded on
the push side to heavy wall
pipe for extended service
reliability.
Augers are variable pitch
from end to end, aiding in
emptying the pan evenly from
end to end.
Because of alternating right
and left hand screws and the
drive
arrangement,
“climbing” of screws is
minimized. None the less,
Alloy Pans include hold downs
to keep screws from climbing
due to large or stringy
materials under the augers.

The optional rolling ladder shown
above travels the entire length of the
Pan and saves floor space, which
would otherwise be lost to catwalks.

Fit to Your Process...

Positioned under the Cooker discharge doors, cooked meats dump
directly into the pan. Fats drain through the perforated metal screen,
while solids are retained. Counter rotating paired right and left hand
9” screws provide a wringing effect to help squeeze fats from solids.
Solids and heavier “fines” settle out of the oil and are manually raked
into the 6” screw and are uniformly delivered into the press feed
stream.

Discharge tubes form “product
plugs” preventing fat from flowing
into the discharge screw when
cookers are dumped. The design of
the discharge end of the Pan coupled
with the discharge tubes provide a
pre-press action wringing most of the
free flow fat out of the cooked
product prior to introduction into the
collecting conveyor.
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